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Answer questions from **either** Option 1 or Option 2.

**Option 1: The Greeks defend themselves, 499–479 BC**

**SECTION A**

Answer all the questions in this section.

1. Briefly outline two difficulties the Greeks had when preparing for Xerxes' invasion of Greece. [5]

2. Read Passage 1A from Herodotus, and answer the questions which follow.

   **Passage 1A**
   
   When he came to Sardis, Xerxes first sent heralds to Greece to all the states except Athens and Sparta to demand earth and water and instructing them to prepare to entertain the king. This was the second Persian demand for earth and water and Xerxes did this because he thought that all those who had refused when Darius made the demand would now submit through fear. So he sent the heralds to find out if this was indeed what would happen. After this he got ready to march to Abydos. In the meantime the Hellespont was bridged from Asia to Europe.
   
   Herodotus, *The Histories* 7.32–3

   (a) What does Passage 1A tell us about Xerxes' preparations for the invasion of Greece? [4]

   (b) Using Passage 1A, explain why Xerxes demanded earth and water from some states in Greece and not others. [4]

   (c) Using details from Passage 1A, how accurate do you think Herodotus' account of these events is? [5]
Option 1: The Greeks defend themselves, 499–479 BC

3 Read Passage 1B from Herodotus, and answer the questions which follow.

Passage 1B

[...]

(a) In what ways does Passage 1B help us to understand the importance of Kallimachos at the Battle of Marathon? You must use and evaluate details from Passage 1B.

(b) Marathon was a very important battle for the Athenians. How does Herodotus show us this importance and how accurate do you think his view is? You must use and evaluate details from both Passage 1B and other passages of Herodotus which you have studied.
Option 1: The Greeks defend themselves, 499–479 BC

SECTION B

Answer either Question 4 or Question 5.

Marks are awarded for the quality of written communication in your answer.

4 How far does Herodotus help us to understand the reasons for Persian failures in 480–79 BC?

In your answer you should:

• give a brief account of Persian failures in 480–79 BC
• assess how far Herodotus explains these failures
• show knowledge of relevant sections of Herodotus
• consider how reliable you think Herodotus is.

5 ‘In the end, it was the power of the Spartan army that proved decisive in winning freedom for the Greeks.’ Do you agree with this view?

In your answer you should:

• outline the role of the Spartans in winning Greek freedom
• explain to what extent the freedom of the Greeks depended on the Spartan army
• show knowledge of relevant sections of Herodotus
• consider how reliable you think Herodotus is.
Option 2: Alexander the Great 356–323 BC

Do not answer questions from this option if you have already answered Option 1.

SECTION A

Answer all the questions in this section.

6 Briefly outline two reasons for Alexander’s decision to arrange marriages between the Macedonians and Persians. [5]

7 Read Passage 2A from Plutarch, and answer the questions which follow.

Passage 2A

When ambassadors came from the Persian king while Philip was away, Alexander entertained them and spent time with them and impressed them with his friendliness. He asked no childish or trivial questions but wanted to know about the length of roads in Persia and what the journey from the coast into the interior was like, and also what sort of warrior the king was and how courageous and powerful the Persians were, with the result that they were astonished and considered that Philip’s reputation for cleverness was as nothing compared to Alexander’s eagerness to achieve great things. At any rate, whenever it was announced that Philip had taken a famous city or achieved a notable victory in battle, Alexander was not very happy to hear it but said to his friends, ‘Boys, my father will capture everything first. He will leave no great and brilliant deed for me to achieve with your help.’

Plutarch, Life of Alexander 5

(a) What does Passage 2A tell us about Alexander? [4]

(b) Explain what Passage 2A tells us about the relationship between Alexander and his father. [4]

(c) Using details from Passage 2A, how accurate do you think Plutarch’s account of these events is? [5]
Option 2: Alexander the Great 356–323 BC

8 Read Passage 2B from Arrian, and answer the questions which follow.

Passage 2B

When the ships with Alexander approached the city and the gangways were thrown onto the wall from them, the royal guards went along then bravely on to the wall. Admetus showed himself a brave man at this time, and Alexander followed them, taking energetic part in the action, yet watching to see if there were any outstanding display of courage by others in the crisis. The wall was first captured where Alexander had stationed himself; the Tyrians were easily thrust back from the wall, since the Macedonians for the first time were making their assault from a secure foundation which was not excessively steep in every direction. Admetus was the first onto the wall, and as he was ordering his men to follow up, he was struck by a spear and died there. Alexander followed him and seized the wall with his companions. When he gained control of some towers and the parts of walls between them, he went through their fortifications towards the palace because the descent into the city seemed easier by that route.

Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander 2.23

(a) In what ways does Passage 2B help us to understand Alexander's leadership during the capture of Tyre? You must use and evaluate details from Passage 2B. [14]

(b) How far do the ancient sources help us to understand the impact of Alexander's leadership on his army? You must use and evaluate details from both Passage 2B and other ancient sources which you have studied. [18]
Option 2: Alexander the Great 356–323 BC

SECTION B

Answer either Question 9 or Question 10.

Marks are awarded for the quality of written communication in your answer.

9 ‘His great enthusiasm for Alexander makes Arrian unreliable.’ Explain how far you agree with this view.

In your answer you should:

• give some examples of Arrian’s enthusiasm towards Alexander
• explain to what extent Arrian’s account is supported by Plutarch
• show knowledge of relevant sections of Arrian and Plutarch
• consider how reliable you think Arrian and Plutarch are.

[30]

脒 Spelling, punctuation and grammar [6]

10 To what extent did Alexander’s military commanders support his aims throughout the expedition?

In your answer you should:

• give an account of what Alexander’s military commanders did on the expedition
• explain how far his military commanders supported Alexander’s aims throughout the expedition
• show knowledge of relevant sections of Arrian and Plutarch
• consider how accurate you think Arrian and Plutarch are.

[30]

脒 Spelling, punctuation and grammar [6]
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